Bitemark evidence can be used in criminal proceedings to analyze and compare suspected populations of biters with bitemarks seen in criminal events. Recent research publications regarding bitemark evidence have centered on two main areas: bitemark patterns in skin and the uniqueness of the human dentition. Has this research contributed to a better understanding of bitemark evidence, analysis and comparison in actual cases? Research publications attempting to study the bitemarks seen in the actual cases have centered on a cadaver or porcine skin model to artificially create tooth patterns in these skin substrates as an attempt to better understand the bitemark patterns seen in living skin in real cases. Scientific study necessarily requires that an investigator recreate the event seen in nature (bitemarks seen in living skin in acts of violent crime) and replicate that same event in a controlled environment to study and better understand the event seen in nature. This presentation will review the premises and methodologies for these artificially inflicted tooth pattern studies that have substituted cadaver and porcine skin for living human skin to see if this research satisfies the requirement for scientific study of bitemarks in living human skin. Additional research has been published attempting to determine if the human dentition is unique to an individual. Methodologies in these studies have centered on Procrustes Analysis of data points placed on digital images of models of human dentitions. Similar studies by different investigators have been published with diametrically opposite findings, one research group finding the human dentition to be unique and another research group finding dentitions so similar as to be indistinguishable. This presentation will review the premises and methodologies of these studies to attempt to determine how similar studies have such different findings.
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